PROPOSED ITINENARY:
DAY 1: OVERSEAS / DELHI (MOB)
meet upon arrival and transfer to hotel. overnight in hotel.

DAY 2: DELHI / SRINAGAR (B,L,D)
after breakfast transfer to airport to catch flight for srinagar. On arrival in srinagar, transfer to deluxe
houseboats on dal-lake. After lunch sightseeing of mughal gardens visiting nishat bagh (abode of pleasure)
built by asif khan brother in law of jehangir in 1632 ad and shalimar bagh (abode of love) built by jehangir for
his wife empress noor jehan. All the gardens are situated on the bark of dal lake with the zabarwan mountains
in the background. Enroute visit carpet-weaving factory.dinner overnight in deluxe houseboats.
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DAY 3: SRINAGAR/SONMARG/SRINAGAR (B,L,D)
Full day excursion to sonamarg (golden meadow). The distance of about 83kms will be covered about 2-½
hrs. Sonamarg lies in sindh valley streamed with flowers and surrounded by mountains. Sonamarg is also the
base for some interesting treks to the high altitude of himalayan lakes. Enjoy horse riding up to thajiwas
glacier and sledge riding on snow. Late afternoon drive back to srinagar.dinner overnight houseboat.
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DAY 04: SRINAGAR/GULMARG/SRINAGAR (B,L,D)
full day trip to gulmarg (meadow of flowers) 2730 mts. Above sea level. The distance of 60kms will be
covered in about 2 hrs. Gulmarg has one of the best ski slopes in the world and highest golf course of the
world with 18 holes. One can also have the view of nanga parbhat if weather permits. The view en route from
tangmarg to gulmarg is fascinating. One can also have a short trek up to khilangmarg which can be covered
in about 3 hrs. Chair lifts for mountain ride are also available. Lunch will be carried from the houseboat.
Dinner overnight in deluxe houseboats.
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DAY 5: SRINAGAR / PAHALGAM/SRINAGAR (B,L,D)
Full day trip to pahalgam (valley of shepherds). The distance of about 96kms will be covered in about 3 hrs.
Enroute visiting saffron fields, avantipura ruins (1100 years old temple of lord vishnu built by king
avantivarman), see the beautiful countryside on the way and lot of rice fields. Drive through the pine forest.
This is a quaint little village nestled on the banks of river lidder. This place is an angler's delight and even an
amateur can catch a rainbow trout from the rushing streams. The large brown bear is a natural inhabitant of
the thick pine and cedar forests. Pahalgam has a golf course at 2400 meters above the sea level. Pahalgam
is base camp for the pilgrims of amarnath. After lunch have bridle walks and feed your cameras with the
picture of magnificent view of mountains.late afternoon drive back to srinagar.dinner overnight at houseboats.
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DAY 06: SRINAGAR/DELHI /AGRA (B,L D)
After breakfast transfer to airport to catch flight for delhi and on arrival in delhi transfer to agra.the distance of
200kms will be covered in 4hrs.on arrival in agra transfer to hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 07:AGRA /DELHI / OVERSEAS
after early breakfast sightseeing of the famous taj mahal. Taj mahal one of the seven wonders of the world
built by mughal emperor shah jahan in memory of his beloved wife mumtaz. The monument made of white
marble took over 22 years to finish between 1630 ad. To 1652 ad. Also visit agra fort - a massive structure
on the bank of yamuna built by famous emperor akbar in 1565 ad. It has numerous places and beautiful pearl
mosque.after lunch drive back to delhi on arrival in delhi transfer to international airport to catch flight for
overseas journey.
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COST INCLUDES: Accommodation as under:









01 night at hotel regent continental/siris 18 or similar(delhi)
04 nights at super deluxe houseboats(srinagar)
01 night at hotel pushp villa/royal residency/siris 18 resorts(agra)
meals as per itinerary
transportation by a/c vehicles for delhi sectors and non a/c vehicles for kashmir sectors for transfers
and sightseeing as per itinerary.
shikara ride on dal lake.
entrance fee of mughal gardens.
guiding for group of 10 pax and above
assistance on arrival/departure

COST EXCLUDED:







Rates does not include any air/train fare, meals not specified, table drinks, laundry, tips, camera/video
fee, gondola/pony/sledge riding at gulmarg/pahalgam/sonamarg, personal expenses of clients or any
other expenses incurred beyond our control such as bad weather, flight cancellation, road closure,
landslides, political disturbances etc.
Monument entrance.
Any kinds of tips.
Other services not mentioned above

